
A fixing pocket to the inside accepts a neat cover strip post-installation. Like most AA Series products, there
exists the option of a 19mm hardwood reveal or for a ‘commercial look’ the A305 Reveal Equaliser (in aluminium).

The Commercial (DG) Lite is capable of
accepting an IGU (double glazed panel) up
to 36mm thick, with a maximum weight of 400kg. 

These windows can be coupled to create large walls of
double glazing, or significant side-lites for 125mm door products.

All glass is installed into dual vinyl sided rebates, ensuring vibration free glazing. A co-extruded santroprene
inner seal resists shrinkage & also assists with weatherproofing

The Commercial (DG - double glazed only) Lite has one 
simple purpose - to fulfil the requirements of very 
large, single-panel double glazed windows.
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DOUBLE GLAZED SIZES
NOTE THAT HEIGHT & WIDTH MAY BE VARIED AS LONG AS 
TOTAL AREA REMAINS THE SAME (7.5 SQ. M. OR LESS), 

SUBJECT TO  RESTRICTIONS ON HEIGHT vs. WIDTH RATIO

ALL SIZES ARE TYPICAL RATHER THAN DEFINITIVE. FOR SIZES OUTSIDE THESE  - INCLUDING 
MULTIPLE, COUPLED UNITS - PLEASE DISCUSS WITH YOUR RYLOCK SALES CONSULTANT

NOTE:

Sizing
Window style & opening detail should be considered as viewed externally
Sizes indicated are the overall window size. Reveal is inline with outer frame dimension.
For Stud openings add 20mm to both height & width

Glazing
Glazing strength to minimum N3 rating as per AS4055 - 2006
Double glazed panels typically contain 8mm toughened glass,
16mm air space, 8mm toughened glass

Certification
Certified performance data including WERS ratings are
available for this product on request

Specify
Frame colour, height, width & overall depth
Optional: frame equaliser, frame infill, sill flap, glass type

MAX WIDTH

2750mm

MAX HEIGHT
2700mm
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